SAM and AMA RC Electric Old Timer Competitions
Introduction
So you would like to play glider guider with the big boys but the $2000 price of entry is a bit steep.
Or, maybe you have enjoyed flying electric powered models for a few years, graduating from park flyers to
sport gliders but you want to compete in something where your skills can be put to work. Or you may like
to fly attractive, good flying airplanes for fun with the occasional competition. In all cases the electric
powered RC Old Timer competitions may be for you. Let’s examine what is involved so you can make an
informed choice.
The Society
of Antique Modelers,
SAM, is “a society
offering
advice,
service
and
aid
concerning
the
building and flying of
Antique
model
aircraft.”
SAM
defines Old Timers as
aircraft, which have
been designed, kitted,
or plans published
prior to December
31st 1942.
SAM
maintains a list of
eligible models, and
plans; kits and partial
kits are available for
many of them from
various sources. See
the list at the end of the article.

Electric powered Old Timers. Left is Mick Harris with AMA B LMR
Gladiator. Right is the legendary Leon Shulman with a sport electric
version of his 1941 Banshee. It would make a good Texaco

There are two types of SAM competition, free flight and RC assist. The latter is called RC assist
because all the candidate models were originally free flight, however, with fields suitable for free flight
competition rapidly vanishing SAM introduced the RC classes; to assist the models to stay in-bounds.
Most of the SAM RC classes are for engine-powered models, some of them for antique ignition
engines and others for more recent glow or diesel power. More recently, electric powered classes were
introduced and these are the subject of this article. But before I go on, let me say that the AMA also
includes a number of Old Timer electric competition classes in its regulations. Some of these are included
in the events that make up the Electric Nationals held at AMA HQ in Muncie, IN each year. NEAC is the
special interest group that manages these events. SAM contests are held all over the US throughout the
year. Most of them are listed on the SAM International web site.
The Models
The Old Timer models, which we use as a basis for our competitions, were originally free flight
models powered by ignition engines or rubber motors. In the Old Days, as now, there are two types of
competition, one for a limited motor run, the other for a limited “fuel” allowance, where the motor / engine
can run till the “fuel” is exhausted. The former had a specific engine run, which allowed the model to climb
to altitude, then the engine was shut off and the model glided back down. The second, usually called a
Texaco event, (because they were originally sponsored by Texaco), allows the motor to run to exhaust the
fuel before gliding down, this introduces the efficiency of the propulsion to the model’s performance.
Old Timer models were built from balsa, spruce and ply wood and were covered in tissue or silk.
Current SAM contest rules require you to use the same construction and materials although film covering
is allowed and structures may be strengthened or lightened. They must use the airfoil of the original. The
RC assist competitions only allow control of rudder and elevator and a motor shutoff must also be
controlled. Consequently, the radios may be the simplest three channel systems. These factors lead to
inexpensive models and most of them are relatively easy to build.

The Author’s Miss
Americas, SAM and
AMA LMR in the
foreground, NEAC
½ A Texaco in the
background.
Simple structures
are easy to build.

Their free flight heritage also means that
they fly well, so, couple inexpensive with ease of
flight and you have an excellent basis for entrylevel competition.
Furthermore, since the
designs are fixed you won’t find yourself chasing
the “model and radio of the month” to stay up.
My Futaba 8U looks positively “space age” next
to most of the transmitters in the SAM impound.
However, it does allow me to program three
offsets; one for climb and two glide settings.
Illustrative of this simplicity is the author’s Mini
Miss America ½ A Texaco. This model was
made from a few sheets of carefully selected,
light balsa sheets cut into strips with a Master
Airscrew balsa stripper. The plan was copied
from a larger version and reduced to the desired
size. For this model the aim was to design and
build the lightest model that would carry the
seven-cell 600-mah battery and a Speed 400
motor together with lightweight radio gear.
Because lightweight was the premium I used a
direct drive 7.2-volt motor driving a Graupner 6 x
3 folding prop. For radio gear I used an FMA M5 receiver and two GWS Pico servos, the speed
controller is a Castle Creations Pixie. The
model is covered in transparent Mylar film from
Model
Research
Labs
then
it
was
decorated/stiffened with doped-on Jap tissue.

The entire cost for such a model, if you started from scratch, is approximately $275, or less than $200 if
you already have a radio transmitter and battery charger, table 1.
Item

Details

Approx
Cost

Vendor

1/32 in balsa sheet

Local Hobby Shop

1/16 in balsa sheet

Local Hobby Shop

3/32 in balsa sheet

Local Hobby Shop

1/8 in balsa sheet

Local Hobby Shop

1/16 in music wire

Local Hobby Shop

wheels

Local Hobby Shop

Glue

Local Hobby Shop
Hobby Shop Total

$20.00

Plan

$10.00

Bob Holman

Mylar film

.00025 in

$12.00

Model Research Labs

Motor

Speed 400 7.2 volt

$10.00

Hobby Lobby

Propeller

Graupner 6 x 3 folding

$13.00

Hobby Lobby

Radio Transmitter*

GWS GWT - 4A with batteries and charger

$45.00

Balsa Products

Radio receiver*

Hitec Feather (or FMA M-5 at higher cost)

$25.00

Balsa Products

Servos*

GWS Pico

$40.00

Balsa Products

Speed controller

Castle Creations Pixie

$40.00

Any

Flight Battery

8.4 volt KR- 600 AE NiCad pack

$20.00

Batteries America

Flight Battery Charger

GWS

$40.00

Balsa Products

Total

$275.00

*May get better deal on radio system
Note; There are alternatives for most of these items. Items shown are typical. Other vendors may supply specialty items too.

Shown here is the final model before application of the tissue. The simple construction is “clearly” seen!

Despite the simplicity of this model it placed third in ½ A Texaco at the 2002 AMA Electric Nats and made
the flyoff in the 2003 event where it went out of sight downwind in a particularly good thermal; the author
just couldn’t bring himself to give it up!
There are several hundred different models in the SAM approved list, but of course, there are
favorites. Chester Lanzo’s Bomber and Joe Elgin’s Playboys probably lead the list of popular models.
They are easy to build and fly very well. Some of these models like the Bomber feature pylon mounted
wings. This innovation was incorporated because it helps tame the high-power climb afforded as engines
developed. This same feature works with the relatively high-powered electric models too.
The SAM 76 models Shown here, are, from the right; Pacer C, Miss America, Playboy, Kerswap, another
Miss America, and a Bomber.
Morris Gilber’s Kerswap, Foote’s Westerner and Don Broggini’s Stardust Special begin to look
rather modern with their high aspect-ratio
SAM 76 Members with their models
wings. They also fly well although special
care must be taken in constructing wings with
enough strength and stiffness to avoid the
dreaded flutter.
The rules allow such
strengthening and stiffening, but only by
modification to the construction type of the
original. You are not allowed to sheet the
leading edge if the original did not have one,
but you are allowed to add a shear web to the
spar and add graphite reinforcement to the
spar elements themselves.
You are not
allowed to replace balsa or spruce with
graphite, and you are not allowed to use foam
plastic as a structural member.

Playboy Jr. LMR

Father and son, Larry and Andy Latowski
with their Foote Westerner LMR

One of the joys of flying these old models is
that some of
Sal Taibi signs Dick Bartkowski’s electric Pacer C LMR
One of the joys from flying these old models is
that some of the designers are still with us,
and competing at the SAM Champs. Here the
great Sal Talbi signs Dick Bartkowski’s Talbi
Pacer C electric limited motor run model. Sal
won the 1941 Nationals with his original
ignition powered free flight Pacer C.
Recently several events for electric powered
Old Time rubber models were introduced.
These include both limited motor run and
Texaco type events. There are almost as
many rubber model candidates as powered
models and although these have been flown
as rubber free flight models relatively few of
them have been built for electric competition.
Favorites here include Dick Korda’s 1939 Wakefield winner and the Comet Clipper Jr.
Korda Wakefield at the Southwest
Regionals, Eloy, AZ

Perennial electric winner Jay
Burkhart with his Clipper Spirit
of Sam rubber electric

Old Timer Limited Motor Run (LMR) Event
Now the objective of the LMR competition is to climb the highest and glide with the slowest rate of
descent. The model will climb the highest if you use all the energy in the battery to lift the lightest model.
Models with good airfoils, high aspect ratio wings and the minimum wing loading achieve the lowest rate of
descent, although other factors may moderate this approach. Glider guiders have moved towards higher
wing loading to allow high-speed transit between thermals and better penetration in wind. Old Timer
models may benefit somewhat from higher wing loading although the effects are limited by their inherently
higher drag; penetration will not be so effective.
In the SAM Old Timer electric event the primary limitation is the battery size. For years this was
specified as seven N-800 AR NiCad cells. However, since this cell is no longer manufactured the rules
now allow any number of NiCads with a weight not to exceed 8 ounces (although the 8.5 ounce 800 pack
is still allowed).
Any motor may be used with any gearbox and a fixed, non-folding propeller of any size. Since these
models are required to rise-off-ground (ROG), the size of the propeller and the length of the landing gear
are considerations.
The model can be any from the SAM approved list of gas models and they can be scaled to any
size, up or down from the original, but the wing loading must be at least 8 ounces per square foot. The
motor run time is set at 90 seconds but may be reduced by the Contest Director at his discretion.
Once you have selected your basic model the next step is to pick a motor/gearbox/propeller. If the
selected motor exhausts the battery in the 90 seconds we can calculate the allowable current like this,
where we consider the 7 x 800 pack.
Pack capacity = 800 milliamp hours = 48 amp minutes
Allowable current for depletion in 90 seconds = 48 / 1.5 = 36 amps.
But, there are losses and towards the end the current drops so let’s select 30 amps.

Now you must select a motor/gearbox and propeller that will draw 30 amps on seven 800-mah
cells. Motocalc or Electrocalc are invaluable tools to do this.
For my first SAM LMR I used an available Aveox 1406 / 4y motor. This is only good for about 25
amps so I selected an Astro gearbox with a 2.38:1 ratio turning an AeroNaut 17 x 11 propeller with the hub
tightened so it did not fold.
The next step is to assess the weight of the power and radio system. Naturally, you want to use
the lightest radio receiver like the Berg 4, FMA M5 or HiTek 555, and micro servos work fine. With this
data you then need to select the model and estimate the airframe weight for various sizes. The final
design is achieved by selecting the size that allows the completed model to achieve the desired 8-ounce
per square foot wing loading.
My first LMR model was a Miss America, chosen because it is a simple build, there was a
plan available, my friend had one that flew well, and the contest was two weeks away!
At 63-inch span and 540 square inch area it ended up at 37 ounces, seven ounces above the
desired weight for the 8-ounce wing loading. Nevertheless, the climb was superb although the glide leaves
something to be desired, probably due to the high weight and less than desirable Clark Y airfoil. The
estimated performance is shown from Motocalc below.

Motocalc output from Miss
America Analysis

With a climb rate of about 1000 feet per minute and descent rate a little less than 200 feet per
minute the flight in still air is about seven and a half minutes on the 90 second motor run, somewhat less
than the ten minute maximum set at most contests. This is the level of performance I experienced, so
Motocalc predictions are fairly accurate. With nine cells performance was good enough for third place in B
LMR at the 2002 Electric Nationals. Internal heating is the primary limit on electric motors, followed by
armature RPM. Motors are tolerant of higher currents for short periods. You must watch RPM limit in your
propeller and gearing selection.
At most contests at least a few competitors make the maximum on their two official flights so a flyoff is held. This usually is flown with a reduced motor run and in this case it is desirable to increase the
propeller diameter or pitch or both so the motor draws more current and you climb faster, you can still
exhaust the battery, so long as you stay within the motors limits.
In my second LMR model I sought to make up for the deficiencies of the Miss America by making
a lighter model and selecting a design with better aerodynamics. Like the technocrats among us, I looked
for a model that has streamlined lines with a high-ish aspect ratio and a good airfoil. I selected the
Stardust Special. Next I sought a lightweight motor and gearbox that would still absorb 25 amps for 90
seconds. My selection was the Model Motors Extreme, a small brushless motor with integral 6:1 gearbox
and cooling fins. It turns an AeroNaut 13 x 7 propeller and weighs just 79 grams.
The model was sized to a wingspan of 60 inches and at 340 square inches it weighed 19 ounces.

Motocalc output from
Stardust Special Analysis

The Stardust has over 1500 feet per minute climb and a little over 100 feet per minute rate of descent, for
a performance potential way in excess of the ten-minute maximum. The initial performance using an 11 x
8 propeller, measured with a LoLo altitude logger indicated a rate of climb in excess of 1200 feet per
minute and rate of descent about 115 feet per minute. However, there are two problems, only one
solvable.
On initial flight tests it was observed the wing was fluttering during the climb! This was solved by
increasing the wing torsional stiffness with the addition of a second layer of Micafilm covering.
The second problem was the model would go out of
sight straight up on a clear day! To manage this problem I fly it
with a smaller propeller to altitudes where it is just detectable.
This produces easy maximums in still air, although with this
power loading it is sometimes difficult to handle at the top of
the climb where visibility precludes precise control, a factor to
consider when sizing a model.

Author with Stardust Special LMR
/ Texaco

Lomcovak altitude logger weighs 10
grams and is powered from a spare
receiver channel. Downloads altitude
trace to laptop.
The AMA Old Timer Limited Motor Run events are a little different from SAM. There are two
classes, Class A for seven cell which is allowed a 60 second motor run, and Class B for up to thirty cell
battery packs with a 45 second motor run. Any cell may be used and in 2004 they can be Nicad or Nimh
technology. These batteries can handle much higher currents than the old SAM packs so very much
larger models are possible.

The basic model requirements are the
same as SAM for age and construction except
there is no minimum wing loading and
propellers may fold. The other difference,
which is important, is that these events are
flown to a precision landing. This means, like
our glider-guider cousins, landing must be
made on time and within a ground target for
extra points. Points are lost for being under or
over the maximum, which is eight to twelve
minutes, selected at the discretion of the CD
on the day. To win at the AMA Nationals you
must be able to make the precision landing as
these points separate first from fifth and
below. Among other things this tends to make
the selection of a rugged model essential and
this in turn favors larger models. At the 2003
Electric Nationals Paul Seigler flew a full sized
96 inch span, 1260 square inch Lanzo
Bomber with a big Hacker brushless motor pulling ungodly amps. The picture here shows 2002 AMA
Nationals winner Bill Jenkins with his 77 in span Foote Westerner AMA B Old Timer. It is powered by an
Aveox F10LMR, 7 RC 2400 cells, 14x9.5 prop, 56 oz.
At the other end of the size spectrum are the SAM provisional limited motor run events for electric
powered Old Time rubber models. There are two events, which were held for the first time at the 2003
SAM Champs in Claremore, OK. SAM competitor and replica engine builder, Ed. Shilen sponsors them,
The first is for full-scale Wakefield models using the popular and inexpensive Speed 280 or 300
motors and the second is for Unlimited rubber where any Old Time rubber model may be scaled to any
size. This class uses Speed 280, 300 or 400 motors of any voltage on any seven cell Nicad pack. In both
cases any gearbox and folding propellers may be used.
On the right is Jack Hiner with his Unlimited Rubber model, a Red Flash. On the left is the
author’s 1939 Jack North Wakefield with speed 300 geared 5:1 and seven 350 AA cells. Weighs ten
ounces and turns a custom made folding prop that uses GWS blades. It placed second at the 2003
Champs

Shown here are Wakefield and Unlimited Rubber propulsion systems with their folding propellers.
On the left is the Unlimited with a 6-volt speed 400 turning a Cosmotech 4.5:1 planetary gearbox. On the
right is the Wakefield propulsion system with the speed 300 and 5:1 MPI gearbox. Both use custom made
folding propellers with modified GWS blades.
These models must ROG with the maximum flights being five minutes and seven respectively.

Texaco and “Fuel Allotment” Events
The SAM Electric Texaco event has similar rules to the LMR event in terms of model, wing loading
and batteries. The only difference is that the motor may be run at any time. Flights may consist of cruise
for the duration or repeated “punch and coast” for altitude then glide or thermal.
So, the model design considerations for Texaco events are similar to LMR: it needs efficient
propulsion and efficient aerodynamics. The only difference is the model need not climb rapidly but it must
ROG.
These parameters define the power unit. You need a small motor that draws very low idle current
but has enough power for the ROG. The author’s Stardust Special was used to success in the 2003 SAM
Champs, indeed it not only won the Texaco Electric competition but the winning flight of over 71 minutes
was also the high Texaco time and so won the Texaco Perpetual Trophy too. The Texaco Perpetual
Trophy is the oldest continuously awarded model airplane contest trophy in the World.
For this event the model was fitted with a Razor 300 brushless motor turning an MPI 5:1 gearbox
and a GWS 13 x 7 propeller. The battery pack was seven KR-1500 AUL Sanyo high capacity cells. These
cells loose their capacity rapidly at higher currents, but the Stardust Special flies at about 1.25 amps.
Technically there is little performance difference between flight modes: climb to battery exhaustion,
and then glide down vs. cruise at constant altitude. The difference is in the higher propeller efficiency at
cruise thrust but this can be offset by increased motor efficiency at the climb power point. Also thermals
are bigger at altitude, so you may prefer to go there.
For the sake of explanation let’s examine the climb and glide approach. At its most basic level,
you need to lift the model to its maximum altitude. We can convert the battery energy from watt-hours
(volts times amp hours) into good old foot-pounds.
Watt-hours x 2655 = foot pounds
So for the seven-cell NiCad 1500 mah pack
Energy = volts x amp hours ~ in watt-hours
= 8.4 x 1.5
= 12.6 watt-hours
= 12.6 x 2655 foot-pounds
~ 32,500 foot-pounds
Now the model weighs 19 ounces or 1.2 lb
So, if all the battery energy were to be converted to potential energy by lifting the model, the altitude would
be
33,500/1.2 ~ 28,000 ft.
But, the propulsive efficiency in cruise flight from Motocalc = .32, so we would gain less altitude.
So the actual altitude is
~ 28,000 x .32
~ 9,000 ft.
Now the model rate of descent from measurement is 113 ft per second
So time of descent is
9,000 / 113 = 79 minutes

Close enough to the 71-minute flight when you allow for takeoff and climb out! How about that,
physics works, now we can apply it to our model design! Pass the Motocalc. Of course, analysis only
gives us a guide to the final performance as there are many real-world factors not considered.
There is great variety in both models and propulsion in SAM Electric Texaco and half the fun is
designing the “best” airplane and propulsion
system.
At the AMA Electric Nationals the Texaco event is
NEAC ½ A. This is similar to the SAM Electric
Texaco in regards to models except the motor must
be an unmodified speed 400. Gearing is optional,
the battery is seven 600 AE NiCad cells, there is no
wing loading requirement and the propeller may
fold.
Here is 2002 winner and 2003 runner up
Don Belfort with his 17-ounce Stardust Special, 7.2
v speed 400, 6:1 gearbox. 2003 winner Paul Seigel
also flew a Stardust Special of similar size. Paul
flew brief high power bursts to altitude then
searched for lift. This was good for a flight of over
48 minutes in the late evening air. These models
are extremely simple and inexpensive, but bags of
fun. There were seven fliers in the fly offs.
The Canadian SAM organization flies a
similar event at their meets, including the Great
Grape Gathering, a SAM 58 affair since 1971. It is
now held at Geneseo, NY. SAM 86 also fly this event at their popular meet in Caughdenoy, NY.
The final SAM fuel allotment electric event is Spirit of SAM, SoS. This event is for Old Time rubber
models, which may be scaled to any size. No wing loading is required and the models must ROG. The
battery is fixed at 45 grams. It must be NiCad and can have any number of cells. Motors and gearing are
open and the propeller may fold. This event has been held with these rules at the last two SAM Champs.
The equipment tends to be of the GWS variety so there is a great deal of choice for your model and the
whole thing is very inexpensive, and again, great fun. At the last SAM Champs, the event organizer, Eut
Tileson arranged for the competition to be one all-up-last-down mass flight. What a wonderful sight! As
the dozen or so models were launched all other flying stopped and the SAM elite stood and watched.
Shown here are the SoS winners at the Southwest Regionals in January 2004. On the left` is Phil Pearce
with his Triangle SoS, in first place. On the right is Eut Tileson with his SBC Robin SoS that took second
place.

So there you have it, simple models and equipment, barrels of fun in competition and models that
are also fun to fly at weekends. There are plenty of meets around the country, and an organization to
support you.
Perhaps your club can start a league for monthly competition if traveling to far away meets is not
your cup of tea. Or how about a postal competition like the one SAM 117 ran last fall for SoS models.
Where do you start? Well, you could start by joining SAM, then study the various vendors’
offerings contained in the bi-monthly SAM Speaks. Of course, you can also go to the SAM web site where
you will find all kinds of information, including a list of recognized models, the rules for SAM competitions
and a listing of the various contests. There are the winner’s lists from past SAM Champs so you can see
what model is winning. You can also “subscribe” to the SAM Talks list serve e-mail group where thoughts
are exchanged and questions answered by the most know legible SAM members from all over the World.
There are many vendors who offer plans, kits and semi-kits for many of the Old Timers. One of
the most prolific plan vendors was former AMA President John Pond. Following his recent demise AMA
has made arrangements to acquire this business and by the time you read this they should be ready to
provide just that plan you want.

Old Timer Limited Motor Run, LMR
Organization

Old Timer Texaco

SAM

SAM

SAM

AMA (A)

AMA (B)

SAM

SAM

NEAC

Class / AMA Class number

Electric LMR

Wakefield

Unlimited Rubber

-617

-619

Electric Texaco

Spirit of SAM

1/2 A

Wing loading oz/sq ft. min

8

Any

Any

Any

Any

8

Any

Any PM DC **

Speed 280 / 300

Speed 300/400

Any

Any

Any PM DC **

Any

Motor
Prop folding allowed
Battery Nicad capacity
Battery number of cells

8
Speed 400²

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

(800 mah *)

Any

Any

Any

Any

(800 mah *)

Any

600 mah
7

(7 NiCads*)

7 NiCads

7 NiCads

7****

30****

(7 NiCads*)

Any

8 oz /any number

Any

Any

-

-

8 oz /any number

45 gr. NiCad / any

-

2/3

2/3

2/3

5

3

2/2

2/3

2/2

Motor Run Time secs.

90

60

60

60

45

Any

Any

Any

Maximum Time;min.

10

5

7

8-12***

8-12***

Unlimited***

Unlimited***

15

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Second Best

Landing precision, time

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Landing precision position
Notes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Battery weight / cells
Number of Flights/attempts

Flight Score sum of flights
Flight Score best flight

All models designed, published or kitted
prior to Dec 31, 1942

ROG required for all classes

* Old Rules, still
allowed

** Brushless allowed

*** Unless CD
decides otherwise

**** NiCad or Nimh allowed

² RS 380 type motors, Specifically, the motors must be readily available, can motors with non-replaceable brushes and 2.3mm shafts. No
modifications to the motor are allowed except for adjusting the timing.

Here is the list of organizations and vendors;
Name

Address

Town

State

SAM Membership

PO Box 860236

St. Augustine

FL

32086

Zip

AMA

5161 E. Memorial Drive

Muncie

IN

47302

NEAC

4022 Westley Chapel Road

Marietta

GA

30062

Phone

URL/e-mail
http://www.antiquemodeler.org

765-287-1256

http://www.modelaircraft.org
http://www.electricaircraft.org/

SAM Plans Service

10332 Tristan Drive

Downey

CA

90241

John Pond Plans Service

5161 E. Memorial Drive

Muncie

IN

47302

765-287-1256

http://www.modelaircraft.org

Bob Holman

Box 741

San Bernadino

CA

92402

909-885-3959

bhplans@aol.com

BMJR Model Products

Box 1210

Sharples

FL

32959

321-537-1159

www.bmjrmodels.com

Jim O'Reilly's Model Plans

4760 N. Battin

Bel Aire

KS

67220

316-744-0856

KSFreeflit@aol.com

Klarich Custom Kits

2301 Sonata Drive

Rancho Cordover

CA

95670

916-635-4588

klarichkits@hotmail.com

Bob Hartwig

11206 Trentman Road

Fort Wayne

IN

46816

260-639-6510

bjhart@infionline.net

Bill Northrop's Plans Service

2019 Doral Court

Henderson

NV

89074

702-896-2162

Spirit of Yesteryear

40 Holgate Street

Barrie

ONT

L4N 2T7

Motocalc, Capable Computing, Inc.

8150 Concession 5, R.R.#3

Moorefield

ONT

NOG 2KO

519-638-5470

http://www.motocalc.com

RC Direct ( Berg Receivers)

4428 Conveoy St.

San Diego

CA

92111

http://www.rc-direct.com

FMA Direct

5716A Industry Lane

Fredrick

MD

21704

888-291-2111
800-343-2934

Model Research Labs

21508 Marguerite #160

Mission Viejo

CA

92692

FAX (949) 248-1074

Batteries America

211D Parview Road

Middleton

WI

53562

800-308-4805

Modelairtech Plans

631-981-0372

http://www.modelairtech.com/

705 737-0532

http://www.soy.on.ca/

https://www.fmadirect.com/home.htm
http://www.modelresearchlabs.com/
http://www.batteriesamerica.com/

